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Surface molecular anchoring in microconfined liquid crystals
near the nematic —smectic- 3 transition
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The efFect of the diverging bend elastic constant, %33 on the nematic director field of 4-octyl-
cyanobiphenyl (8CB) in submicrometer cylindrical cavities in a polycarbonate matrix, as the
nematic —smetic-3 phase transition is approached, is investigated with deuteron nuclear magnetic reso-
nance ( H-NMR). The H-NMR spectra and the use of Frank elastic theory enable us to monitor the
actual surface anchoring angle profile, determine the density of point defects in the escaped structure,
and estimate the anchoring strength to be 8'z =7 X 10 J/m, which is temperature independent. The
large value of 8 z and the lack of evidence for pretransitional smectic layering in our NMR spectra show
that although the orientational anchoring is strong, the polycarbonate surface is too rough to induce
substantial surface smectic order in the nematic phase. The saddle-splay elastic constant K&4 for 8CB is
estimated to be larger than the elastic constant I(».

PACS number(s): 68.10.Cr, 61.30.—v, 64.70.Md, 76.60.Gv

I. INTRODUCTION

Nematic liquid crystals confined to cylindrical cavities
with homeotropic anchoring were first studied in detail
by Cladis and Kleman [1],Meyer [2], and Saupe [3]. The
existence of the escaped-radial (ER) structure (Fig. 1), a
radial director field where the line disclination "escapes"
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FIG. 1. Possible nematic director fields in cylindrical cavities
designated as planar polar (PP), planar radial (PR), escaped ra-
dial (ER), and escaped radial with point defects (ERPD). A
schematic representation of a Nuclepore membrane in shown in
the center.

along the cylinder axis, was first predicted in the early
1970s to appear in cylinder sizes larger than 0.1 pm. In
diameters less than 0.1 pm, the planar-radial (PR)
configuration was expected to become stable [1]. Optical
verification of the ER configuration was obtained for
cylinder sizes ranging from 200 to 2 pm [2—7] in diame-
ter. These studies revealed the existence of singular point
defects along the cylinder axis, formed as a consequence
of the equivalence of the two possible escape directions of
the director field.

Recently, experimental studies on cylindrically
confined nematics were extended to submicrometer radii
using polycarbonate membranes with cylindrical cavities
[8]. Deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance ( H-NMR)
was used to probe the details of the director field that are
very sensitive to the molecular anchoring strength and
the saddle-splay elastic constant [9—11]. The bulk elastic
energy becomes relatively more important than the sur-
face energy for decreasing cavity size, and according to
elastic theory [11], if elastic constants are comparable,
the director field tends toward the planar-polar (PP)
structure (Fig. 1). Deuterium NMR line shapes were
used to confirm the planar-polar structure for radii less
than Oa4 pm, and the escaped-radial configuration with
point defects (ERPD), as the cavity radius was increased
above 0.5 pm (Fig. 1). Theoretical and experimental
eft'orts by Vilfan, Vilfan, and Zumer [12] on the stability
of point defects in the escaped-radial configuration ex-
tended the understanding of defect-defect annihilation
and repulsion occurring in cylindrical tubes.

Optical studies of the smectic-3 phase confined to
supramicrometer cylindrical cavities (R=25—500 pm)
have been reported by Cladis [13]. Because of the diver-
gence of the bend elastic constant E33 on approaching
the nematic —smectic-A transition [14], areas in the sam-
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pie with predominantly splay deformation increase until
the structure becomes completely planar-radial (PR, Fig.
1). This enables the formation of concentric layers with
respect to the cavity wall.

Smectic layering is known to propagate away from an
interface before the bulk smectic-A phase transition is
reached. Rosenblatt [15] observed an increase in the
Freedericksz critical field strength, in a thin planar cell
with homeotropic anchoring conditions, as the
nematic —smectic- A transition temperature was ap-
proached from above. The critical field is the field
strength at which a Freedericksz transition occurs when
the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the director
of an aligned nematic liquid crystal in a planar cell. He
attributed this to pretransitional smectic layering propa-
gating away from the solid surfaces. Pershan and Nielsen
[16] have reported x-ray-refiectivity measurements that
demonstrate surface-induced srnectic layering. Using the
same experimental technique, Ocko has demonstrated
that smectic layers propagate away from solid surfaces
when the isotropic —smectic-3 phase transition is ap-
proached from above [17].

The effect of finite molecular anchoring and the pre-
transitional divergence of the bend elastic constant on
nematic director-field configurations is the focus of this
paper. To observe this effect experimentally a liquid-
crystal material which possesses a nernatic —smectic-3
phase transition was confined to polycarbonate mern-
branes with cylindrical cavities of diameter 0.2 pm. The
resulting director configurations were studied with H-
NMR as the smectic-3 phase was approached from
above. This paper will first review the materials in Sec. II
and discuss the application of elastic theory to our sys-
tems in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the application
of the NMR technique to confined liquid crystals, with
the experimental results following in Sec. V. We con-
clude in Sec. VI.

II. MATERIALS

The liquid-crystal material 4'-octyl-4-cyan obiphenyl
deuterated in the p position of the hydrocarbon chain
(8CB-pdz) is used in this study. The bulk phase transi-
tion temperatures upon cooling of this compound, ob-
served with a polarizing optical microscope are [18]
isotropic-nematic: 40.3 C; nematic —smectic- 3: 33.1 'C;
and smectic- 3 —crystal: —2.2 C.

The porous polycarbonate, poly(carbonyldioxy-
1,4-phenyleneisopropylidene-1, 4-phenylene), membranes
used for this study are Nuclepore membranes [19]. Scan-
ning electron microscopy photographs of Nuclepore
membranes are available in the literature [20,21]. The
large amount of pores in the membranes (pore density of
3 X 10 cm ) are etched to the desired dimension from
damaged radiation tracks. Kuzma and Labes [22] have
used optical polarizing microscopy on polycarbonate
membranes filled with various liquid crystals to confirm
homeotropic anchoring at the surface. A schematic dia-
grarn of the cylindrical cavities is shown in the center of
Fig. 1. The pore radius of 0.1 pm is a nominal pore size
with 80% of the pore radii in this filter being within 10%
of the mean [21]. The cylindrical cavities are parallel to
the membrane's normal and extend through the entire
10-pm-thick membrane.

The 8CB-Pdz liquid-crystal material was heated to the
isotropic phase and introduced into 5-mm-wide Nu-
clepore membrane strips. To attain the desired signal-
to-noise ratio of the NMR experiment, 250 membrane
strips were prepared in this manner and stacked uniform-
ly on top of each other. The sample was then carefully
placed in an NMR sample tube. Angular-dependent
studies of the small cavities with respect to the magnetic
field of the NMR spectrometer were possible by rotating
the sample in the probe by a stepper motor.

III. SIMULATED STRUCTURES

The nernatic director field inside a small cavity under
stable conditions depends on the elastic properties of the
liquid-crystal material, the strength of an external mag-
netic (or electric) field, and the preferred orientation of
the molecular anchoring at the cavity wall [23]. If the
typical dimension (here cylinder radius) is much larger
than the nematic coherence length [6], and assuming a
constant nernatic order parameter, stable director fields
can be determined for these systems using the free energy
associated with the deformation of the director field. In
our system this is well justified except in dealing with
singular disclination lines and pretransitional smectic or-
dering. The simplified free energy includes bulk elastic
and surface elastic terms, the orientational surface an-
choring contribution, the magnetic-field coupling, and a
smectic layering term, and is expressed as

F= —,
' I IK»(V.n) +Ezra(n VXn) +K33(nXVXn) —Ez~V. (nXVXn+nV. n)]dV

vol

+ —,
' f &csin OdS — I (B n) dV+ —,

' I DO dV .~x
surf Po vol vol

Here K&l &22 +33, and K24 are the well-known bulk
elastic constants associated with the splay, twist, bend
and saddle-splay deformations, respectively, and n is the
nematic director. The interaction between the elongated
liquid-crystal molecules and the cavity wall is modeled
after the simple Rapini-Poupular form [24] characterized
by the polar molecule anchoring strength, 8 6„with 0 de-

picting the angle between the director and the direction
normal to the cavity surface. The magnetic-field term de-
pends on hy, the anisotropy in the diamagnetic suscepti-
bility. The inhuence of the magnetic field of the
NMR spectrometer (4.7 T) on the director field is
negligible, since the magnetic coherence length,

g,. =(1/B)[poK, , /by]'~ ) 1.5 pm, is substantially larger
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than the radius (R=0.1 pm) of our cavities for reported
values of the Frank elastic constants, K;;, and the di-
amagnetic susceptibility, Ag; therefore, the infIuence of
the magnetic-field term is neglected in our calculations of
the director field and free energy. The last term describes
the contribution of the smectic ordering and is expected
to be nonzero only in cases when, upon approaching the
nematic-smectic- A phase-transition temperature TNA,
surface-induced smectic layering appears [15]. We take
into account only the elastic energy which originates
from the deviation of the nematic director from the direc-
tion normal to the smectic layers [15]. According to
Landau theory [25], the coefficient D is assumed to be
proportional to the square of the smectic order parame-
ter, 0, which in the case of the second-order phase transi-
tion decreases exponentially (e ' ~) with the distance
from the surface, z. The critical behavior of the charac-
teristic correlation length, g, can be described as
g~ ~T —TN~~ [25], where v=0.65. If we are not too
close to TN„, [g(TNA+0. 1K)-0.1 pm], the volume in-
tegral —,

' jDH dV can be reduced to ,' J D,„,&—,'g dS w—ith

D,„,f=D(%,„,&). This means that effectively the surface
orientational anchoring strength 8 & is renormalized to
W&+ —,D,„,fg. The additional term has a critical behavior
which depends on the strength of the positional anchor-
ing of the liquid-crystal molecules on the surface. For in-
stance, if the surface strongly induces smectic order
(strong positional anchoring) then 'P,„,f is expected to be
constant, and the entire critical dependence of this addi-
tional orientational anchoring is determined by g. For
weaker coupling, however, one would expect an increase
in + on approaching TNA, thus resulting in a stronger
temperature dependence of the additional orientational
anchoring. This simplified approach, resulting in the re-
normalization of the orientational anchoring strength,
will be sufIicient for the analysis of the possible oc-
currence of smectic layering in our system.

The planar-radial (PR) structure (Fig. 1) is the simplest
configuration to conceive [13,26]. Since n is always nor-
mal to the surface, there is no anchoring energy associat-
ed with the deviation from the homeotropic director field.
The pure splay deformation yields a free energy per unit
length:

(2)

Here the divergent splay energy in the center of the
cylinder is relieved by simply assuming an isotropic core
disclination line of radius p. Equation (2) is a result of an
approximation of the total free-energy density which con-
sists of the elastic free-energy density, f, =

—,
' K i i ( 1/r ),

and the intrinsic free-energy density of the nematic
phase, f&- ,' AS, where A =a ( T ——T*)S is a phenom-
enological constant in the Landau —de Gennes descrip-
tion [6]. For the nematic phase to exist the total free-
energy density, f, +f~ must be (0, while the isotropic
phase is preferred when f, +fz )0. At the isotropic
core radius, therefore, f, = fN. This yields —,'mK» fo—r
the contribution of the core to the deformation free ener-
gy, and p —0.005 pm for the core radius, (using
a =0.13X10 J/m K, T —T = —10 K, S=0.6, and

0+1
0.—1

b, —P'cosQ(r)
6+@'cosQ(r)

X exp —,sin '(P cosQR )

X exp ——,sin '(P cosQ( r) )

k =K33/Ki, )1,
(3)

where o =RA &/K»+K24/K» —1 is the dimensionless
surface parameter, P =

~
k —1

~ /k, P' = 1/k, and
b, =[1—P cos Q(r)]' . The angle Q(r) is the angle be-
tween the local nematic director n and the cylinder axis,
and the molecular anchoring angle QR =Q(r =R)
=cos '[k/(o +k —1)]' is evaluated at r =R. It
should be noted that Q =~/2 —8, where 0 is the angle in
Eq. (1), was chosen in order to stay consistent with the
notation for the ER structure reported in the literature
[9—11]. A more detailed presentation of the influence of
the efI'ective surface anchoring parameter 0. and the
bend-to-splay elastic constant ratio E33/KI& on the local
director orientation Q(r) is shown in Fig. 2; the top sur-
face represents the weak anchoring regime (cr=4) and
the bottom surface corresponds to the strong anchoring
regime (o = oo ). The costly bend (increasing K33) elastic
energy is relieved by decreasing the area with strong
bend. The manner in which this is reduced depends on
the anchoring regime. For infinitely strong anchoring
and large values of %33/K&&, the angle the nematic direc-
tor makes with respect to the surface remains large until
close to the cylinder axis, where it decreases rapidly until

FIG. 2. The nematic director distribution given by Eq. I,
'3)

describing the escaped-radial configuration in terms of E33/K$$
in weak (o =4) and strong (o.= Oo ) anchoring regimes.

Ki, —10 " J/m). A more detailed analysis of the calcu-
lation of the core radius and its contribution to the free
energy is available in the literature [7].

The other well-known solution of the minimization of
the free energy, the escaped-radial (ER) structure (Fig. 1),
yields [10)

i /2
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A. Anchoring strength 8'0

1.8

. 0

The relatively large value of o.—12 and the expectation
that %24 has a comparable value, as in the similar corn-
pound 4'-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) where K» —K24,
indicates that in our case the effect of K2„ is small. We
can safely assume that o. -R8'&/K», however, in the
same confining system using 5CB, o. was previously mea-
sured to be 4+0.2. Taking this into account and using
K» =6X10 ' J/m for 8CB [33], K» =7X10 ' J/m
for 5CB and R =0.1X 10 m, we find that the anchor-
ing strength for 8CB on the polycarbonate surface is
(7+5)X 10 J/m, which is approximately 3.5 times
larger than for 5CB. The stronger homeotropic orienta-
tional anchoring of longer liquid-crystal molecules is in
agreement with the ordering study of Shen et al. [34].
They showed that coupling of cyanobiphenyl compounds
(nCB) with a glass surface treated with silane, which in-
duces homeotropic anchoring, increases as n increases.

60 4Hz B. Smectic layering

Frequency (kHz)

FIG. 7. H-NMR spectra (solid line) of 8CB-Pd2 confined in
R=0.1 pm cavities of Nuclepore membranes recorded at vari-
ous temperatures fitted with simulated spectra (dashed line) us-

ing o.= 12 and corresponding values of K33/K$].

spectra recorded at temperatures of 36.5, 34.5, 33.6, and
33.4'C, respectively, were obtained from the literature
[14]. Although the temperature dependence of the spec-
tra is relatively subtle, we succeeded by choosing the best
fits, to estimate cr =12+1 and L/R =2.0+0.5, indepen-
dent of temperature. This temperature independence in-
dicates the noncritical behavior of the physical parame-
ters related to the quantities o. and L/R. It should be
mentioned that we chose the previously reported values
of K33/K» to have smaller uncertainty in determining tT

and L/R, but in principle all three quantities can be
simultaneously obtained by optimizing the fit of experi-
mental spectra with theoretical NMR line shapes. The
dependence of the director field on the value of K33/K]]
is strongest for the pure ER structure in both strong and
weak (effective) anchoring regimes, as is shown in the line
shapes of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). For an intermediate value
of the effective anchoring strength, o. —12, and a relative-
ly high defect density L /R =2 (our case), the dependence
of K33/K» is minimal, as can be seen in the line shapes
of Fig. 7. We attribute this difference in the dependence
oil K33 /K» mostly to the anchoring strength and to a
lesser degree to the presence of the point defects. Re-
trieving the value of K33/K» from the simulated spectra
fitted to the experimental line shapes, therefore, would be
considerably more accurate if one were able to select a
cavity radius or surface treatment so that the parameter
o. would fall in one of the above-mentioned anchoring
strength regimes. Let us analyze our results in detail.

An attractive possibility to ascribe at least part of the
large value of 8'& to the pretransitional smectic layering
is ruled out since we found that the effective molecular
anchoring strength o. = 12+1 is roughly constant over the
entire temperature range studied. According to our
description of the layering effect (Sec. III), we can only
conclude that 2D g & 8'& —10 J/m . Knowing that
g(T &N+0. 2K)-0.05 ]t]m, we find D & 10 J/m, which
is at least a factor of 100 smaller than the value reported
by Rosenblatt for a glass surface [15]. Because D ~%',
we can estimate that smectic order induced by polycar-
bonate surface is negligible (at least ten times smaller in
comparison to glass surfaces). This behavior of the poly-
carbonate surface can be attributed to (i) a very weak po-
sitional anchoring, or (ii) surface roughness. Because the
orientational anchoring strength is large, we believe that
possibility (ii) is a consistent explanation. We can esti-
mate the degree of roughness by equating the elastic ener-
gy density of a bend smectic layer —,'K» lr, (r, is the
effective curvature of the layer) and ]ah, T, the first term-
in a Landau expansion of the free energy of the smectic
phase. Simply taking nematic values K]]—10 " J/m,
AT-0.2 K, a —10 J/m K, we find r, =20 nm as an esti-
mate for the roughness of the polycarbonate surface.
This is consistent with the previous electron scanning mi-
croscope studies, which were unfortunately limited in the
resolution to details above 100 nm [20,29]. It was shown,
at least on their scale, that the inner surface of cavities in
such a polycarbonate matrix are rough and that they ex-
hibit relatively pronounced concentric grooves.

C. Saddle-splay surface elastic constant K&4

As we mentioned above, the a=12 value indicates
small influences of %24 on the ER structures, and thus
does not allow us to determine %24 directly from the
NMR spectra. The value of o and the absence of the
transition to the PR structure with increasing E33/E]]
ratio in accordance with the stability diagram [Fig. 3(b)]
limits the possible %24/K» ratio to values 1. Figure
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3(b) shows that for our values of K33/K&t =7, cr = 12+1,
and R /p= 20, we are in the vicinity of the triple point.

D. Defect density

The temperature independence of I./R is in accor-
dance with previous observations in similar systems
[9—11], and is consistent with existing theories [12]. We
believe the defect structures are strongly locked in by ir-
regularities of the cavity surface.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the usefulness of H-NMR to
indirectly measure the dimensionless surface parameter
o =RWe/K»+K&4/K» —1 to be —12 for 8CB in the
vicinity of the nematic —smectic-3 phase transition. The
determination of this parameter was achieved by fitting
experimental spectra corresponding to the nematic liquid
crystal confined in cylindrical cavities in polycarbonate
membranes to predictions of elastic theory. The theoreti-
cal stability diagram for escaped-radial and planar-radial
structures for o =12 allowed us to estimate the lower
bound for K@4/K) 1 for 8CB.

Further, the value of W& is estimated to be

(7+5)X10 J/m, which is 3.5 times larger than for a
shorter cyanobiphenyl compound, 5CB. We interpret
this relatively large value of W as an increase in the sur-
face coupling between the liquid-crystal molecule and the
cavity wall as the length of the molecule increases.

Finally, the temperature independence of the anchor-
ing strength, W&, indicates the lack of pretransitional
smectic layering, contrary to reports in the literature for
planar glass cells [15—17]. We attribute this result to the
roughness (estimated to be r, =20 nm) of the polycar-
bonate surface.

In the future this study is planned to be extended to
systems with di6'erent surface treatments and radii that
will allow a separate determination of E24 and W by
realizing the conditions where a transition from escaped-
radial to planar-polar structures would occur.
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